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Introducing

The Riverside
Annex
An unrivalled symbol of brilliance
and magnificence

Those who have an eye for true luxury know that
a Riverside apartment is the ultimate choice for an
exclusive lifestyle of elegance, class, and status. As
the builders of Riverside Apartments 1, the tallest,
most conspicuous and exquisite high-rise buildings
on Banana Island Road, we are set to embark on an
audacious delivery of another unique landmark.
When we launched Riverside I, it took no time
to become one of the best sellers in the whole
Ikoyi/Banana Island axis. Today, the first set of units
sold are helping homebuyers make a cumulative
average of over a million dollars annually from
shortlet, rental income, and property value
appreciation.
The success of Riverside Apartments 1 led to a
high-level of demand from more investors who want
a piece of the exclusive lifestyle our homes have to
offer. Now, Riverside Annex is set to respond to these
demands. This masterpiece features the most recent
cutting-edge technology of European standards and
is created by help both returning and new clients
amass wealth on a whole new level.
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A physical compendium of art,
architecture, and an extravagant
lifestyle

Banana Island:
The Billionaire’s
Paradise
Banana Island is a place of unrivalled opulence and grandeur, it is
an entirely different world from other parts of Lagos State. It is a
gated community, where inhabitants enjoy luxuries such as incredible
infrastructure, constant power supply, extremely tight security, good
road layout, along with a central sewage system and treatment plant.
Banana Island is Nigeria’s most expensive neighbourhood – a
lavishly finetuned and intentionally planned out location that is at
par with the several rich neighbourhoods around the world. There
are breathtakingly majestic buildings, an excellent landscape, and
a games park for Children. Finally, there is the well- cherished
company of fellow wealthy folks.
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Location
Highlights

Contemporary
Amenities for An
Ultra-Wealthy
Lifestyle
A collection of super amenities for an exquisite super lifestyle

Shared & Co Managed
Office Space

Swimming Pool

The George
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W Bar Lounge

Ikoyi Golf Club

Fully Automated
Gate

Estate Cleaning
Services

Grade A
Location

Recreational
Centre

Children
Playground

High Security

24 Hours Power
Supply

Gym

Sports Center

Jetty & Boat
Ride Access

Banana Island
International School
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Foreshore:
Lagos Master
Developers
Foreshore Waters Limited is an independent
real estate company located in Lagos Nigeria,
with a focus on property development, facility
management and sales of real estate products
and services with special skills in service
delivery.
We have numerous magnificent, first of its
kind, high end projects which are located
across choice locations in Ikoyi and Osborne
and Banana Island. We understand the
business and rudiments of luxury and
believe that beyond property acquisition,
each purchase should offer an avenue for
maximized returns on investment, and as such
we offer an easy opportunity to maximize
future value of property investment.
Foreshore Waters is an investor’s place, we see
to it that your wealth does not only grow, it
outlives you.
Our variety of state-of-the-art house types,
ranges from apartments to duplexes and
triplexes. We have moved swiftly from humble
beginnings to become the market leader in
the provision of deluxe homes at upscale
areas while providing exceptional facility
management services for same
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Designed to meet and exceed the highest standards, our spectacular development offers you
an amazing opportunity to own a piece of real estate across some of the finest neighborhoods
in Lagos.
With over 15 world-class projects delivered, over 1,000 apartments handed over, and projects
worth over half a trillion naira ongoing in and around Banana Island; we can confidently say
that our clients never stop getting adequately rewarded for trusting us.
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The Riverside Annex: The key to lasting wealth

The Key to
Lasting Wealth
As a truly savvy investor, wouldn’t it be superb if you lengthened the
lifespan of your investment to maximum? That’s exactly what
investing your =N79.99Milion
=
with us will do for you.
Riverside Apartments Annex by Foreshore Waters is an architectural
marvel that exceed the limits of standard quality construction in
Nigeria, matching European standards so as to help you build and
preserve wealth for your children and grandchildren.
An average 2 bed apartment in Ikoyi is built with grade 25 concrete
and sold between ==
N100M – =N130Million.
=
Of course, this is about
twice the rate of our offer in terms of cost to you. Meaning you pay
twice as much when you buy a home in Ikoyi from any other
developer asides us! But let’s focus on something more substantially
fundamental than your initial cost outlay such as how long you get
to earn on our apartment as an investment and at what rate as
against the average Ikoyi home.
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Beat the dollar
with us again!!!
Over these past five years, we have helped our investing
clients beat the dollar again and again. Taking a
chance with us have helped earned them humungous
advantages over the dollar on several opportunities that
we have created in Banana Island axis, and you can too,
with our latest openings.
Ready to Beat the Dollar Again?
We have a proven track record and we are about to help
our investors beat the dollar again with the Riverside
Annex project. We have mastered the art of studying
and projecting the real estate tides to create lucrative
investment opportunities that help investors gain from
the dollar even when it seems impossible.
We have a proven track record and we are able to help
our investors beat the dollar because we have mastered
the art of studying and projecting the real estate tides
to create lucrative investment opportunities that help
investors gain from the dollar while others lose to it.
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Property Value
Appreciation:
The secret to Fortunes

Nothing serves as a better catalyst to give your property a faster value appreciation
than a strategic location and a wealthy neighbourhood. Let’s show you an interesting
quick maths to help you better understand.
In late 2016 we sold Banana Paradise flats when dollar was =
N160
=
for $28K and handed
over in 2017 – early 2018. Well, the apartments have done $43K/year for the last 5
years and today, these apartments sell very easily for $112K and today we have helped
investors quadruple their initial investment capital.
Today at over =N
=450 per dollar, our investors’ assets have done around $400k in
appreciation, minus rental income and shortlet income earned over the years.
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We sold 4-bed duplexes in our Signatoria 1 for =
N49.99M
=
in August 2018 with the
dollar at =
N360/$1
=
parallel market rate. That’s $138K gained by investing clients for
our fully completed 4-bed duplex in Signatoria 1. With the current dollar to naira
black market exchange rate at an average of =
N580,
=
you have roughly $260K or even
more. Amazing; right?
A lot of investors know that when you invest with us, we will help you earn
superlative returns even above the super-dollars that others lament on. The
amazing part of all these is that you can be an early bird by joining the smartest
investors who are ready for our new project. That’s us, giving you the chance to
beat the dollar again; a feat we have achieved, time after time.
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"It's not about the current value of your
investment but what the value eventually
becomes, many years from now. That's where
the real joy of real estate investment is"
- David Waronker
(American Real Estate Investor)
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Ask your
technical experts.

Warranty

Our choice of European standard grade 40 concrete 40 allows for minimal
porosity and as such protects your home from dampness caused by rain as
well as salty water, both of which weakens concrete and short changes its
durability.
Our choice of concrete quality also tackles sulphate corrosion - the foremost
concrete depletion agent.

“Foreshore Waters is the only company
that offers 100 - year warranty on
concrete in Africa.”

We ask that you do not take our word for it. Book an on-site visit today.
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Architectural
excellence meets
fluid customisability
The Riverside Annex is the exact opportunity designed for
those who want to enjoy maximum profitability and lucrative
asset acquisition. However, that’s not all. While other
developers deliver a home built to “their” own design, The
Riverside Annex is built exactly to your customization
preferences. Here, we have curated an exquisite collection of
customizable luxury boutique apartments on Banana Island
Road for those who want their homes to be as personalized
as possible.
This means you can build your own uniquely styled
duplexes, maisonettes or triplexes when you buy 2 - 6 luxury
units. There is really no magic about it – it’s merely a dynamic
expression of architectural creativity and engineering
customisability that goes above the cliché. At The Riverside
Annex, you can also finish your home and to your style and
personal preference. Old fashioned or ultra-modern, lavish
or minimalistic, the choice is totally up to you at The
Riverside Annex.
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Our Partners
With over 50 years' experience in construction, the world-class Middle Eastern Construction
Company AL-Mansour is crafting the masterpiece; The Riverside Annex. Having set amazing
precedence with the construction of historical edifices such as the spectacular Madina Towers
in Lagos, The Riverside Annex is well to be added to this prestigious list.

One of The Middle East’s Foremost Consultancy; Pace Consultancy is a management
consultancy and project management firm that focuses on turning strategy into successful
implementable solutions. With an expertise in managing reform initiatives, cross-functional
transformation, and performance excellence. Pace Consultants are on ground to steer the
construction boat of The Riverside Annex to perfection.

Our Exclusive
Limited Offer

The renowned urban landscape transformers, Mistulifts, has a long history in elevators,
escalators and moving systems at large. With over 3 decades of hands-on experience lifting
both people and standards around the world to the next level. Mistulifts are delivering
efficient and excellently designed moving systems for The Riverside Annex

The specialized engineers at CCL USA have a world class reputation of providing the ideal
solution for every project undertaken, using specialized engineering techniques. CCL is
renowned for their concrete products and engineered solutions for various structures.
Solutions which include post-tensioning, slab removal, pre-cast concrete, concrete repair,
concrete strengthening, and structural bearings for structures such as buildings, bridges,
containment, turbines, stadiums, and pavement. All things concrete and engineering for
The Riverside Annex will be handled by our distinguished partners at CCL USA Inc.
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Envision Your Space
Fully Customisable To
Your Taste
Total Area
108 Sqm

Own An Apartment

at The Riverside
Annex

on Banana Island Road

Features
Lounge

with

N9.99M
Initial Deposit

Kitchen
Dining
Area
2 Bedroom
all ensuite
Visitors
Toilet
2 Terraces

&

N4.44M
Monthly for 18 months

N79.99M
Outright

when you buy 3 units

* Other Available Promo Offers *

* Offer valid till July 5th after which
price reviews will apply *

=
N82.5M
Outright for 1 unit

=
N29.99M
Initial deposit
spread balance over 6 months
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=
N19.99M
Initial deposit
spread balance over 12 months

=
N9.99M
Initial deposit
spread balance over 18 months
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www.fwl.ng , info@fwl.ng

